IMPORTINOX transfers fasterners range to FABORY
27 January, 2022
Dear Supplier,
IMPORTINOX hereby informs its suppliers of fasteners and similar products that it has reached an agreement
with the FABORY GROUP, one of the main and most prestigious European groups related to fastener market,
to integrate its fastener division in FABORY PORTUGAL www.fabory.com.
As from the 31/1/2022, inclusive, IMPORTINOX will stop issuing orders to its suppliers of fasteners and
requests those who may still have orders from us pending, to continue processing them in order to comply with
the agreed lead time and to transfer them to FABORY PORTUGAL, under the same conditions as agreed with
us. You shall only issue an invoice on behalf of FABORY if you receive a new order by the time of dispatch of
the goods. In case you do not accept this passage, please inform us as soon as possible.
Naturally, all open values in your current account will be settled by IMPORTINOX, within the usual deadlines,
as we have always done.
For FABORY PORTUGAL this acquisition will allow us to provide a stronger and more relevant offer to our
customers and to establish closer partnerships with our suppliers, offering a wide range of 180,000 fastener
items, customized stock management solutions, quality and engineering.
IMPORTINOX will continue with the distribution of other products it already provides, namely perforated
plate, grating, expanded metal and other metallic products that do not belong to the fastener range.
We can only acknowledge with appreciation all the collaboration with which we have been privileged to receive
for over the last three decades and wish you all much success. Should you have any questions about this
transition process, please contact us through the usual channels of Importinox or through the email
pedro.marques@fabory.com.
With best regards,
The management of IMPORTINOX,
Joaquim Polónia

Catarina Cerejeira

